
Data Solutions

Pre-Screened LeadX
Xactus’ data solutions deliver meaningful insights 
that uncover mortgage opportunities and boost 
your success.

Obtain High-Quality, Targeted Mortgage 
Leads that Get Results

Are you actively seeking needs-based individuals looking for a 
new loan product?

Pre-Screened LeadX allows you to identify and engage with new 
prospects quickly by giving you access to credit, demographic and 
mortgage data on hundreds of millions of consumers.

Select targeted FICO®-based credit data along with key attributes to 
obtain the highest performance. Xactus’ data acquisition tools are 
delivered through various technology platforms, yielding favorable 
response rates for users.

How You Benefit from Pre-Screened LeadX

Obtain higher quality, precisely targeted leads

Get higher response rates

Improve conversion rates

Enjoy more favorable ROI

Increase loan volume
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Details on  
Pre-Screen Data:

OBTAIN DETAILED LIST/DATA

Details on  
ITA Data:

Pre-Screened LeadX

Data Solutions

OBTAIN MARKETING GUIDANCE

CONTACT CONSUMER

  Direct Mail

  Outbound 
Telemarketing

  Email Distribution

  Digital Targeting

PRE-SCREEN DATA
Target needs-based homeowners 

who meet lender minimum 
underwriting guidelines

INVITATION-TO-APPLY  
(ITA)  DATA

Target homeowners based on public records, 
deed-based recorded mortgage info

  Requires firm offer

  FCRA compliant current use 
cases: HELOC, Cash Out

  Sourced from Equifax, 
Experian, and TransUnion

  Choose Single, Dual or Tri-
Bureau (or any combination 
thereof)

  Aligns with lenders 
underwriting guidelines - 
industry standard

  One-off extract or monthly 
batches

  No firm offer required

  Can be used as a 
supplement to increase 
reach where consumers 
have opted out of firm 
offers (approx. 20%)

For more information, contact your strategic account 
manager or visit xactus.com/data-solutions.

Overlay with our Insight Models
    Leading propensity models that leverage 

historical responses and conversions

    Can be used in conjunction with both Pre-Screen 
and ITA data sets

Learn more at xactus.com/data-solutions
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